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Introduction: 
Mare Humboldtianum, a 650 km wide multi-ring impact basin on the northeastern part of the nearside of the 
Moon (59" N, 82" E) is hardly visible from Earth. This Nectarian-aged basin has been observed by the Galileo 
spacecraft in 1992 and the Clementine spacecraft in 1994. We combined multispectral imaging data with stereo 
data in order to study the basin structure and the basalt extrusions in this lunar area. Additionally we performed 
crater counts to date the surface age of the lava deposits. 

In 1992 the Galileo spacecraft observed the northern and central lunar hemisphere. Using 
the multiple image coverage of this region in the Galileo data set, we calculated a digital terrain 
model which clearly indicates different elevation levels of the Humboldtianum ring terraces. 
The elevation model has a grid spacing of 2 km and a height resolution of 500 m 111. All 
heights in our digital terrain model are referred to the lunar datum at the 1737.4 km radius. 
Crater Bel'kovich shows nearly the same penetration depth as the Humboldtianum impact 
itself, representing areas with the lowest elevation of 4200 m below datum. Outside the basin 
center, the structure of the inner ring is characterized by higher elevations (1400 m below 
datum). It follows the inter-ring area (between first and second ring) with intermediate heights 
(2200 m below datum) and finally, outside the second ring structure, areas with high elevation 
levels (600 m above datum), representing the prebasin level covered by the impact ejecta 
blanket. Younger and smaller craters in the inter-ring area impacted on the preexisting low 
topography and penetrated to greater depths than craters outside the basin structure (e.g. crater 
Endymion). The bright ray which is exposed in the northwestern part of the basin center 
crosses the ring structure of the basin and may have eroded ring material. This results in lower 
elevations for these areas as compared to the ring elevations aside the ray. If it is true that the 
mechanism which is responsible for the formation of a bright ray is powerful enough to erode 
larger amounts of a preexisting topography, this would strongly favor the theory that the 
spectral characteristics of such a ray are due to chemical and physical mixing of different 
materials. The reduction of the multispectral Galileo data set is described elsewhere 121. In 
order to enhance the spectral contrast we calculated a color ratio composite. For this purpose 
the (756-409)1(756+409)-, the 7561993-, and the 4091756-ratios have been displayed as red, 
green and blue, respectively. Reddish colors occur over primarily anorthositic highlands and 
are restricted to the inter-ring region. In the basin center we can distinguish two iron-rich 
basalts as well as the fresh soil of the bright ray. Applying an endmember classification, we 
identified at least six spectral classes within the basin. These classes represent two different 
basalt types, two different crater filling materials, a basaltic material which is predominantly 
exposed in the inter-ring area and finally the material of the bright ray. The material which fills 
crater Bel'kovich, the two basalts in the basin center and the basalt in the inter-ring area seem 
to occupy only limited areas in the basin whereas the second crater filling material and the ray 
material seem to be more widely distributed throughout the basin area. According to Charette 
et al. 131, it is possible to determine the titanium content of a mature lunar mare soil by using 
the empirical relation between UVNIS ratio (e.g. vltlgrn) and titanium abundance of soils. As 
this relation is valid only for mature mare soils, we first had to identify the mature mare soils in 
Mare Humboldtianum. To check the maturity of a soil sample, the IsIFeO-ratio (ferromagnetic 
intensityIFe0) is the best method because it appears to increase steadily with increasing 
maturity and shows no tendency to saturate with time 141. The combination of the Is/FeO-ratio 
with normal albedo and the g r d l  pm ratio allows to distinguish between mature and immature 
soils in remotely sensed data sets [S]. By using the albedo in the green filter (0.562 pm) it is 
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possible to discriminate highland from mare regions. In a second step mature and immature 
mare soils have been separated by making use of the Is/FeO - g d l  pm relationship. As a result 
we found that only parts of the innermost basin center consist of mature mare soils. For these 
areas the multispectral Galileo data set revealed low to medium titanium abundances (< 4 
wt%). Crater counts which we performed for the basalts of Mare Humboldtianum generally 
indicate Imbrian ages, with the basalts in the basin center (3.40-3.67 Ga) slightly younger than 
the basalts exposed in the inter-ring area (3.64-3.94 Ga). This indicates that the basaltic 
volcanism of the basin center lasted longer than in the inter-ring area. 

I I 
Fig. 1: Digital terrain model of Mare Humboldtianum basin. Dark colors indicate low elevations, bright colors 

represent high elevations. 
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